Maps showing the geographical distribution of Linguistic minorities:

A  India - Administrative divisions
B  Base Map
C  Urdu
D  Hindi
E  Punjabi
F  Rajasthani
G  Gujarati
H  Marathi
I  Bengali
J  Oriya
K  Telugu
L  Kannada
M  Tamil
N  Malayalam
O  Assamese
P  Kashmiri

Other maps:

1  India - Major language groups and their home regions.
The spread of Mughal empire (1526 - 1603)

Uttar Pradesh: Percentage of Urdu speakers to district population

Maharashtra: Percentage of Urdu speakers to taluka population

Home region of Hindi

Hindi merges into Punjabi, Rajasthani and Marathi

Hindi merges into Bengali and Oriya

The geographical extension of Linguistic bridge area between Hindi and Punjabi

Bengali minorities in the state of Bihar

Linguistic bridge area between Hindi and Marathi

Bhili - A linguistic bridge

Bengali minority in the state of Assam

The geographical extension of Linguistic bridge between Marathi and Telugu

The geographical extent of Linguistic bridge between Marathi and Telugu

The geographical extension of Linguistic bridge between Kannada and Telugu
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<td>The geographical extension of the Linguistic bridge between Tamil and Telugu</td>
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<td>Linguistic bridge between Tamil and Malayalam</td>
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<td>The boundary dispute between Maharashtra and Karnataka</td>
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<td>Linguistic minorities in the million cities of India</td>
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<td>19</td>
<td>Areas in India, where Urdu minority forms more than 15% of the population</td>
</tr>
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